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Dear Friends,  

Greetings from Olinda! We hope that you are all well and continuing to keep safe and
healthy during this time. We keep up to date with the news in the UK and we imagine that
you all have quite mixed feelings about the government's proposed road map that will lead
UK citizens out of lockdown over the next few weeks and months. Despite what we've all
been through over the last year, it's still a very anxiety inducing time but we hope that as
Spring arrives and as more people continue to get vaccinated, everyone will be able to feel
more positive. We understand that it's not always that easy what with variants of the virus
appearing and people still having to take precautions even though they are vaccinated, but
there seems to be a collective glimmer of hope that things are finally moving in the right
direction.  
We hope that you enjoy the rest of our newsletter and we look forward to updating you all
more next month. Lots of love, Becky and Evaldo xxxxxxxxx 
 

Left and Right: The ReVive psychologist and social workers started a weekly group with the
teenage girls in the house called 'My Plan for Tomorrow'. The idea is that they will use this time to

discuss various topics with the girls such as the work market and apprenticeships, as well as
helping them reflect more on their independence, skills and new possibilities that lie ahead after the

girl's time in care. 

Life In Brazil... 
Even though the January holidays come to an end, Brazilians normally say that the year
doesn't start until after Carnival, which takes place between the middle and end of
February. Unfortunately, Carnival was cancelled this year due to Covid but it was still a
slow month as people are used to that pace of life around this time. The official bank
holiday for Carnival was cancelled, as local councils believed that if it wasn't then people
would still get together to celebrate and party, and most businesses and organisations did
not observe the holiday which meant that most people were at work anyway!  
We have still been working from home as we haven't been allowed to go to ReVive, but we
have been to the weekly prayer meetings there on a Thursday afternoon as it is only
around the corner from our apartment and means we can say hi to the girls from a
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distance. From the 1st of March, we will be allowed to book to use our upstairs office in the
second ReVive house, which we share with some other couples, up to three times a week.
This is great as it means we will have a little more structure to our week and we will be
able to interact a little more with the other staff in the house. We won't be able to be there
at the same time as the other couples, hence why we have to book, and we can only
speak to the girls from a distance but all of this is being done for their protection against
the virus, which is the most important thing.  
We also got to have lunch with Anderson, the pastor of our Church, and his wife Eloisy
who have just recently had a baby girl a few months ago called Catarina. It was lovely to
catch up with them after time apart and we are meeting with Anderson during the second
week of March to discuss our plans for the upcoming months. 

Top: Evaldo with Adriana Rocha, current labour secretary at the Recife City Council and his ex-
professor at Catolica University. Evaldo met with Adriana to congratulate her on her new position,

as well as have an opportunity to network and create an open door for fostering and OAB
campaigns in the future.  

Bottom Left: Evaldo with his friend Tales who is the head of the new 'Viva com Justiça' course. 
Bottom Right: The artwork for the new course that Evaldo will be taking part in and leading from

next week. 
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Viva com Justiça 
Towards the end of February, Evaldo finalised plans with his friend Tales Ferreira, who is
Pastor of a Church called 'O Sinal' or 'The Signal' to create a course in partnership with
Tearfund Brasil called 'Viva com Justiça' or 'Live Justly'. There are 177 participants signed
up for the course from over 15 Brazilian states and one group from Portugal. The course
will begin on the 10th of March and run for ten weeks, consisting of small groups that meet
weekly, as well as four big group sessions with everyone together to hear from well known
guests and Pastors. Evaldo will be leading one of the small groups consisting of fifteen
people during the ten week period and the course will mainly be focusing on the Bibilical
perspective of justice. Evaldo is really excited about the course and it is awesome for him
to be leading a group of people and teaching about something that he is very passionate
about. 

The new puppy Kauan settling into ReVive and meeting all the girls and staff. 

ReVive... 
There have been quite a few ups and downs at ReVive over the past month. At the
beginning of February, our youngest ReVive girl had her adoption finalised and went to live
with her forever family after a period of integration. She had been going there to stay with
them on weekends and had spend the majority of the January holidays with the family, who
she seemed to be getting on well with. They already had a younger boy, which is great as
she had mentioned many times how she wanted to have a sibling when she was adopted
and as things were being finalised, she came with the family to ReVive to say goodbye.
Members of the team prayed for her and the family and of course there was some cake
and juice, which is always a traditional Brazilian snack. We are so pleased that our
youngest will be going to live with this new family and although we know that it's still a long
process of adjustment, we hope that we can stay in contact so we can see her grow and
develop over the coming months and years. It's always emotional to say goodbye but we



love her so much and wish her all the best. Another exciting development in the ReVive
house is that they ended up adopting a new member into the house too... a male
Dalmatian puppy!!! Normally most big dogs are kept outside 24/7 as they are used as
guard dogs but the team plan for him to become a fully domesticated member of the
house, so he can walk in and out and interact with the girls and staff. The oldest ReVive
girl had the honour of naming him Kauan 'flocinhos', which is in homage of his spots that
resemble a Brazilian brand of choc chip ice cream called 'Flocos'. It has taken some of the
girls a little longer to get used to him than others but he is now a fully fledged member of
the team and has settled in well. As well as the joy of having a new addition to the house in
the form of a puppy, it's great to see how the presence of an animal in the house can also
be therapeutic and calming for the girls. 

Top Left: Our youngest ReVive girl visiting ReVive to say goodbye to the girls and staff as her
adoption papers were finalised.  

Top Right: Our youngest ReVive girl with her new adoptive family.  
Bottom Left and Right: Even though Carnival was officially cancelled, the educators organised a

little party for the girls so they could still have some Carnival fun. 

Unfortunately, one of the ReVive girls called MC has been seriously unwell over the past
few months and it has been at times a very touch and go situation. Since Evaldo and I left
for the UK, MC had been in and out of hospital with symptoms and finally got admitted as
an inpatient at the end of October, where she stayed until the end of 2020. The hospital
doctors had not been able to reach a definitive diagnosis and so MC was still going in for
tests as she was in a lot of pain from an unknown rheumatic condition. Towards the end of
February, MC's condition worsened again as she almost collapsed during the lunch at the
ReVive house. She was rushed back into hospital, where it was discovered that the
unknown rheumatic condition had caused MAS (Macrophage Activation Syndrome) and



that parts of MC's organs like her liver and spleen had begun to fail and shut down. MC
had completely lost her appetite and was rapidly losing weight. The doctors informed the
educators on shift that were with MC at the hospital that she was in a critical condition and
that the situation was potentially life threatening. The doctor in charge decided to put her
on a three-day course of intense corticoid pulse treatment to see if that would improve
MC's condition. Last Friday, the doctor who looked over Maria’s latest results thankfully
said he was blown away by her response to the treatment! A true testament to the power
of prayer! As the test results have started rolling in, it looks like Lupus is the underlying
condition, which hospital staff believe caused the juvenile rheumatoid arthritis and then the
MAS as a result. MC's liver function still needs to be monitored and the Lupus diagnosis
officially confirmed, which will need to be treated and is something that she will have for the
rest of her life. We are thankful to God that MC is getting better, we pray for her continued
improvement and that a suitable long-term treatment can be found. MC's vibrant and
happy personality has come back and once again has filled our lives with sunshine.

Top Left: Becky enjoying some time with Kauan at ReVive.  



Top Right: Evaldo working for a private client at the local police station in a neighbouring town
called Paulista.  

Bottom Left and Right: At the monthly yoga event that was set up by our friends Daianny and
Allana, where all the proceeds go towards supporting ReVive's work. 

Prayer Points... 
- Please pray for our ReVive girl MC that we mentioned earlier. We pray for her full
recovery, that she would be given an official diagnosis and that a long term treatment that
is suitable for her could be found. We also give thanks and continue to pray for the
educators that have been there with her throughout the entire process to comfort MC and
make sure that her needs are met.  
- Pray for the rest of the ReVive girls and staff during these tumultuous times, that they
would be able to lean on God and trust in him knowing that it is all in his hands.  
- We pray for our youngest ReVive girl as she settles into her new life with her adoptive
family. We pray for understanding from both sides as each get used to the new
arrangement and each other and we pray that ultimately our youngest would be happy in
her new home.  
- Pray for Evaldo as he begins teaching his course next week. Please pray for wisdom in
what to say when leading and speaking and that he would be able to build good
relationships with those in his group.  
- We want to pray for the whole world at this time, particularly with the Covid situation. We
pray for patience from citizens, for the key workers continuing a year on on the front line
and that leaders would make good decisions that are in everyone's interest and not just
their own.  
- Evaldo and I are actually going away this week with our friends to another city called
Maceio in the neighbouring state of Alagoas. I have never been before and this is probably
the longest time we have ever taken off as an official holiday together. We pray that it
would be an enjoyable, relaxing time away, whilst observing all Covid measures of course,
and that we could come back refreshed and ready to face what is already looking to be
quite an intense month for March! 


